Caner:

This week I have started to write Final Design Report. First of all I have re-formed the Gantt chart in detail and re-constructed the state transition diagram from the feedbacks given by Mr. Çallı. After doing these I have continued my search with the profile importation. Next week I and my friends will continue to write Final Design report and do some improvements on the prototype we have prepared.

Yağız:

This week I have re-arranged the database according to some additions and put some indexes to the attributes that we will use frequently. Some small changes also applied to E/R design and I will draw it this week. Changes in database will be reported in Final Design Report with other issues next week.

Serhat:

This week me and Kutlu have prepared the group's web page and fill its contents. There are only small changes (like adding weekly reports to the site) left that will be completed this week. Other than this I have worked on AJAX part of the instant messaging. Next week I will also help writing Final Design Report and repair some of the missing parts given in Initial Design Report.

Kutlu:

This week I have found some examples for group's web page and constructed its css. After it has been done, I helped Serhat with the GUI and construction of the contents. Other than these I have corrected some parts that caused some misunderstandings in Initial Design Reports. (ex: interests of experts are classified by their groups they have joined) Next week I will help Final Design Report writing and make some improvements on the prototype.